Subject and object questions with WHO, WHAT, WHICH

Notice the difference:

1) Who did you see at the party?
   (YOU is the subject, so we use the auxiliary do, did....)

2) Who saw you at the party?
   (WHO is the subject, so we don’t use the auxiliary do, did ...)

SUBJECT
Who phoned you?
What happened at school?
Which of them went home?

OBJECT
Who did you phone?
What did she do?
Which of the T-shirts did you buy?

Be careful: in English when there is a preposition, it goes at the end of the question.

Examples:  Who did Jim work for?
            What did the teacher talk about?
            Which of your friend did you study with?

Translate:

1) Chi ti ha detto di aprire la porta?
2) Con chi stai parlando al telefono?
3) Chi preferisce il cioccolato alla vaniglia?
4) Chi è il giocatore migliore?
5) Che cosa hai comprato in centro?
6) Che cosa è successo?
7) Quale materia preferisci?
8) Quale concorrente ha vinto il quiz?
9) Chi ti ha dato la risposta?
10) A chi hai dato la risposta?